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Does anyone know what he's

singing? It almost sounds like

he's singing:

And the rain/Tears every green

hour/When you see down, and see

that away./You've been around the

centre of our soon to be innocent

fun./And be that good when/And

gets it all interest free.

...Am I even close?



They leave their house and step through the

back yard around their mother’s lawn

ornaments and vegetable garden, leaping over

an eroding section of the ancient mortarless

stone wall bordering the forest, walking up and

then down the gentle slope of a hill on what

used to be a distinct path but is now

sprouting and thinly covered

in dead reddish brown

pine needles.

The only noises are

indifferent swishes and clicks:

trees, wind, acorns falling to the soft earth.

They stop once to throw their knife at a trail

marker on a tree, the handle ricocheting off the

wood and chipping pieces of bark and yellow

spray paint into

the air.

Later on at a fork they choose to continue

down the path deeper into the woods,

where the thickness of the trees casts dark

shadows on the ground and conceals the

scutterings of creatures moving

between burrows and

rotten logs.



It’s almost summer.

The air is close and

cool, sunlight

falling between

branches onto their

skin like warm

humming breaths.



Reaching the swamp, they navigate its

circumference, delicately examining each footstep,

trying to keep the wetness from reaching the mesh

toes of their shoes, picking up their feet and

watching the footprints

glimmer behind.

They find a boulder with a dry surface

and clamber into a sitting position upon it, only

remembering the bottle of grapefruit juice in their

back pocket when it clinks against the stone.

They slide it out onto a sweaty palm and

remove the cap, then, before drinking,

they reach into their other pocket

and take out a small envelope

made earlier that day

from folded printer paper.



They open it, put the pill in their mouth, and raise the

bottle, and take a sip of the juice, and in a huge gulp

swallow it, and



recline, staring at the surface of the swamp, and collect

pebbles and twigs between your legs to throw at its thick

brackish surface while I disperse first through the walls of

the esophageal tract and then the stomach, absorbed by wet

pulsating walls.

The 4-aminobutyric acid your brain releases smells floury. I

move up your spine like a ripple.



Hours later, after the soft orange

glow on the leaves has faded,

they bundle their jacket beneath

their head and close their eyes.
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I like first and second person it’s

so much simpler.

You and I

what’s there to argue about.



when a package arrives at the facility what happens is someone

called a receiver opens the package and examines the item and

puts it on a cart. then someone called a stower scans it into

amazon’s inventory with a little hand-held scanner and puts it on

the first empty space they can find on a shelf, it doesn’t matter

where, the computer keeps track. when someone goes on amazon and

orders the item, a different person called a picker punches in

the number and finds it on the shelf and puts it in a little

container called a tote and places it on the conveyer, where it’s

brought to the packer, who checks to make sure the order is

correct before boxing it and sealing it shut for shipment.



they drug test you when you start

here but what they don’t tell you

is that there are sensors in the

sewage pipes in the employee

bathrooms that detect drug

metabolites in your piss and via

a hidden camera or maybe DNA

screening can tell whose piss it

is, and notify corporate

headquarters, who will quietly

let you go without severance, if

they happen to catch you.



I’m not working today.

I’d planned on being

home longer.
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